
Which disinfectant works best to get rid 
of car oil stains



Background 
research

For my background research I looked 
at 3 different websites. The first one 
was Nesta, Nesta helped me learn 
how the soap is both hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic which lets it mix with 
both oil and water. Due to it 
being able to mix with both it is kind 
of like the binding component for 
water and oil. The second website 
was compoundchem.com, the 
website told me different types of 
stains and how to get rid of them 
based on the stain. The final website 
was grove.co which is where I found 
different soaps that I could use if I 
couldn’t use my first choices.



Scientific question - What soap takes the most oil out of a white t-
shirt?

Hypothesis – I think the Dawn dish-soap will take out the most oil 
because it is one of the leading dish-soap brands and it is a very 
thick and concentrated soap compared to the others.

Independent variable – The types of dish-soap.

Dependent variable – The amount of oil cleaned off and the 
texture of the shirts after the wash.



Procedure

1. I got 3 types of dish soap, dawn, smartly, and Everspring.

2. I got 1 white t-shirt that was 100% cotton.

3. I cut the shirt into 4 equal 2in by 8in strips.

4. I then used 1 ½ cups of car oil to "spill" on the shirt.

5. Each strip was then laid outside on a hanger to sit for 30 minutes.

6. I then mixed each 2 tbsp of dish soap with ½ gallons of water.

7. Next, I washed each strip with their according dish soap for 5 minutes.

8. I then let them airdry outside for 48 hours.

9. Finally, I checked each one under the light to see a side-by-side comparison.



Materials

• 4 cotton shirt strips

• Regular dawn dish soap

• Everspring

• Smartly

• 1 tbsp measuring spoon

• 1 gallon bucket

• Timer

• Water

• Drying rack

• Car oil
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The 4 strips soaking in the car oil.



The strips all hang drying after being washed. ( The one on the far left as the control variable.)



Analysis

After the three trials, Dawn made the shirt most clean (65% clean), Smartly 
cleaned it well but left more obvious coloring (50% clean), and Everspring
had a very uneven clean because there were large spots of oil left on the 
shirt where the soap couldn’t clean well enough (45% clean). During the 
experiment it was very hard to tell the shirts apart when they were wet but 
as they dried it became more obvious how well the soaps had done. Overall, 
the Dawn dish soap cleaned the shirt the best.



Conclusion

The hypothesis for my experiment was the Dawn dish soap would clean the shirt the best. My 
hypothesis was correct with Smartly coming in close second and Everspring coming in third. This 
experiment can help people who save animals from oil spills and decide what is the best way to clean 
the animals. It also shows the difference between the big-name brand, a smaller brand, and an 
organic brand.

While doing the experiment there was a mistake because instead of washing the whole shirt, I 
only cleaned part of it. So instead of using a full shirt I used strips of a shirt and "spilled" the same 
amount of car oil on each (1 ½ cups of oil). Then I washed the entire strip of the shirt in water and 
compared it to my non-washed strip (the controlled variable).

I could take this experiment one step further and use a wide variety of dish soap and use 
something other than a shirt like a fluffy jacket (To represent the animal fur).I could also use different 
types of oil like the oil that is most commonly involved in ocean spills. After doing the experiment I 
wonder if the type of oil affects the stain and what would happen on a larger scale.
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